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METALS UPDATE 
March 21, 2014 
 
STATS 
London Gold AM Fix $1,338.50, +$11.50 from prior AM Fix. LME Copper Stocks 266,830 tons -2,150 tons. 
Gold Stocks 7.135 million ounces +7,330, Silver Stocks 182.848 million ounces -59,411  
 
Global equity markets traded higher during the overnight and initial morning hours, with follow through coming 
after a strong showing on Wall Street. Shares in China's Shanghai Composite saw a bullish outside day reversal 
and closed up 2.7% in above average trading volume. Support for the market came from gains in financial and 
property related shares and on prospects for easier restrictions for property developers. Meanwhile, there was 
some concern in the global markets over weakness in the Chinese Yuan relative to the US dollar, which fell to a 
fresh 13-month low overnight. The trade is also eying HSBC Manufacturing PMI data expected over the coming 
weekend. Shares across Europe were on a positive track in an actively trading session ahead of expiration. 
Meanwhile, a sanctioning battle between Russia and Europe and the US provides a measure of uncertainty in the 
market. Data late Thursday showed all but one US bank passing US stress tests, which is seen as a positive, as 
well as a factor that could lead to more share buybacks and higher dividends. US markets face a light economic 
calendar, with focus on this week's FOMC comments and quadruple witching expiration.  
 
 
GOLD 
 
Gold prices extended their downdraft pattern by posting sizable losses during Thursday's trading session and at 
times yesterday gold had declined more than $70 an ounce below Monday's post-Crimea referendum high for the 
move. A large portion of Thursday's early weakness came from follow-through selling in the wake of Wednesday's 
FOMC meeting results. Overnight gold has managed to rise despite a number of bearish longer term prices 
forecasts floated by Goldman, that suggest gold prices could return to just above $1,000 an ounce later this year. 
Gold is also posting gains this morning in the face of news of a partial settlement in the South African mining 
strikes. Clearly gold is taking its direction this morning from a weaker Dollar but it is also possible that some 
shorts are simply covering positions ahead of the weekend, because of fears that Putin might decide to push into 
other areas of the Ukraine over the weekend. It is also possible that ongoing declines in the Chinese currency are 
providing gold with some lift, but that impetus should wane now that the Chinese markets are closed for the 
weekend. With gold prices to their low on Thursday, sitting roughly $72 an ounce below their recent highs, we 
suspect that the net spec long in gold has fallen back toward the 150,000 to 160,000 contracts level, but a 
liquidated spec long might not be seen until the spec long falls below 130,000 contracts. The COT report to be 
released after the close today will miss at least half of the slide in gold prices this week, given the Tuesday mark 
off date for that report. It is possible that gold has been under pressure because of slack global economic 
expectations and fears of a sustained "risk off" environment and that would explain the modest bounce this 
morning, in the face of higher Asian and US equity market action. Gold derivative holdings overnight declined by a 
minimal 2,214 ounces. Despite the initial bounce today, the bear camp retains the edge, with near-term targeting 
seen down at $1,324 and more significant downside targeting seen down at $1,319. However, as long as the 
Dollar remains below 80.50, gold might see some week ending short covering and that short covering impetus 
might be given an additional boost by threats of Russian expansion ahead of the weekend. To challenge the bear 
camp, April gold might have to regain the $1,355 level on a close basis.  
 
SILVER  
 
Silver prices on Thursday were forced down to the lowest levels since February 12th off spillover pressure from 
gold, ongoing post-FOMC meeting selling pressure and from adverse currency market action. In fact, May silver 
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finished Thursday's trading session almost $2.00 an ounce below the late February highs and that has probably 
brought the spec long in silver down significantly. However, it could take a "net" spec long below 20,000 contracts 
in the upcoming COT positioning report, to signal a balanced technical condition. Unfortunately, the COT report 
tonight will miss roughly 72 cents of the slide this week! Clearly the negative tone from outside markets put silver 
under pressure early this week and it could take a noted upside run in US equities and or persistent weakness in 
the Dollar to bring silver, platinum and copper out from under the wave of broad-based commodity selling. While 
silver seems to need improvement in global economic conditions, the bull camp won't see any US economic news 
of note today, but there will be two Fed speeches that could provide some reaction. Silver derivative holdings 
were unchanged overnight while Comex exchange silver stocks fell by 59,411 ounces. The liquidation tide has 
largely run its course, with silver apparently recoiling from the even number $20.00 level yesterday and prices this 
morning managing to claw out some fresh gains. However, silver doesn't appear to have a definitive fundamental 
bull theme and the odds are high that prices are set to build a consolidation zone just above $20.00. Ultimately 
silver needs to see global growth views return and the prospect of a continuation of physical demand from China 
and India.  
 
PLATINUM  
 
The knock-on pressure from gold continued to drag platinum prices lower this week's and that in turn meant tight 
supply was of little importance to the platinum trade. This morning, platinum prices are trading higher despite 
word that "1" union (not the AMCU) has settled its strike with 2,500 workers. Reports are that the wage settlement 
was for a rise of 8.5% in wages, but that the workers impacted were generally above ground workers involved in 
smelting activities. With the bounce in platinum this morning, it is clear that gold market action remains a key 
driving force in platinum, but it is also possible that a weaker Dollar is contributing to the short covering bounce. 
We continue to think that platinum, silver and copper need to see a return to global economic optimism, in order 
to revive demand expectations for platinum. Prices might bounce, but the bounce doesn't appear to be a turn 
higher. Initial resistance is seen up at $1,454 and the failure to hold above $1,434 could restart the downward 
track again.  
 
 
COPPER  
 
May Copper continues to find support just above $2.9135 level but concerns of slumping Chinese demand, 
Chinese copper loan unwinding and a lack of optimism toward global copper demand, provided the brunt of the 
slide in prices this week. However, a surprising decline in Shanghai weekly copper stocks overnight of 3,396 tons, 
a higher Chinese equity market trade and higher US equities should begin to temper bearish attitudes toward 
copper. Shares in China's Shanghai Composite saw a bullish outside day reversal and closed up 2.7% in above 
average trading volume. Support for the Chinese stock market came from gains in financial and property related 
shares and on prospects for easier restrictions for property developers. Post-FOMC meeting strength in the Dollar 
was another key factor that kept copper prices on the defensive for much of this week and that negative outside 
market issue has been reversed overnight. We suspect the Chinese loan scheme liquidation threat will become 
less prevalent especially since LME copper stocks have declined in 16 of the last 20 days and Shanghai copper 
stocks showed a net decline this week. On the other hand, concerns over Chinese growth prospects will remain a 
major issue for copper, and the bull camp still needs a series of positive daily results for the Shanghai Composite 
Index to fully resurrect copper demand hopes. News from the International Copper Study Group of a 34,000 ton 
world copper surplus as of December, might have been bearish to copper prices up around the $3.20 level, but 
with prices now down to the $2.90 level, seeing a minor world surplus condition, in the face of a suspect global 
economy, is a little supportive.  
 
The copper market comes to the end of the week in a significantly oversold technical condition. We would also 
suggest that copper is in a severely oversold fundamental condition, with extremely negative macroeconomic 
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views factored into prices. Copper might not register a fresh record spec short in tonight's COT report, but that 
positioning will probably be within striking distance of all times highs. Keep in mind, May copper at this week's 
lows, was another 8 cents a pound below the level where this week's COT figures were calculated. We see a 
modest weekend short covering rally today, but to recoil away from the recent consolidation lows of $2.92, copper 
needs probably new highs in US equities and a risk on global view that in turn is the result of positive US 
economic views and a more definitive end to the fears of a trade war with Russia.  
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